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This thorough, self-paced guide to Adobe Creative Suite 4 is ideal for users who want to learn the key features of Adobe's stellar collection of professional design tools. Readers are first given a brief program overview of the Design Suite that highlights common features and includes a section on cross-media workflows. Then readers will get up to speed with each software application using step-by-step, project-based lessons, with the lessons in each chapter building upon the reader's growing knowledge of the programs. Projects include designing a logo and creating basic assets, creating a brochure, prototyping a basic Website, creating interactive Flash and PDF documents, communicating through mobile devices, and submitting work for collaborative reviews. Review questions at the end of each chapter wrap up each lesson to help reinforce the skills learned in each chapter.    

       About the Author
   
The Adobe Creative Team of designers, writers, and editors has extensive, real-world knowledge of and expertise in using Adobe products. They work closely with the Adobe product development teams and Adobe's Instructional Communications team to come up with creative, challenging, and visually appealing projects to help both new and experienced users get upto speed quickly on Adobe software products.
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JDBC Metadata, MySQL, and Oracle Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2006
This book focuses on database metadata (data about data) or annotation-based code recipes
for JDBC API for use with Oracle and MySQL. The book provides complete and working solutions
for performing database metadata tasks using JDBC. You can cut and paste solutions
from this book to build your own database metadata applications. All...
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Struts in Action: Building Web Applications with the Leading Java FrameworkManning Publications, 2002
A comprehensive introduction to the Struts framework that is complemented by practical case studies that implement applications with Struts, this book is intended for professional developers who want practical advice on how to get their applications working the “Struts way.” The hot topics in the construction of any Web site such...
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The CEH Prep Guide: The Comprehensive Guide to Certified Ethical HackingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A benchmark guide for keeping networks safe with the Certified Ethical Hacker program
    Seasoned authors Ronald Krutz and Russell Dean Vines continue in the tradition of their CISSP security franchise by bringing you this comprehensive guide to the Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) program. Serving as a valuable tool for...
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Atmospheric Pressure Plasma for Surface ModificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This Book’s focus and intent is to impart an understanding of the practical application of atmospheric plasma for the advancement of a wide range of current and emerging technologies. The primary key feature of this book is the introduction of over thirteen years of practical experimental evidence of successful surface modifications by...
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Novell's ZENworks for Desktops 4 Administrator's HandbookNovell Press, 2003
To help customers reduce the growing cost of managing employee computers both in the office and on the road, Novell created Novell.
ZENworks. for Desktops 4. ZENworks stands for Zero Effort Networks. Built to operate over the Internet as well as internal networks, ZENworks for Desktops 4 automates key network management tasks so IT...
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Hacking: The Art of ExploitationNo Starch Press, 2003
This text introduces the spirit and theory of hacking as well as the science behind it all; it also provides some core techniques and tricks of hacking so you can think like a hacker, write your own hacks or thwart potential system attacks.

Hacking is the art of creating problem solving, whether used to find an unconventional solution to...
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